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As a Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS) student, a healthcare systems project is a keystone of
our education. After undertaking a needs assessment in the clinical location, an adult ICU in a
moderately sized suburban hospital in the Midwest, it was noted that about every other month
there was a catheter‐associated urinary tract infection (CAUTI) attributed to the intensive care
unit (ICU).
Joint Commission Standards and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services have
stated goals for zero CAUTIs. The adult ICU also is striving for a zero CAUTI goal. Several factors
are found to contribute to CAUTIs with days an IUC is in use having a high correlation. The
purpose of this project was to reduce device utilization days for indwelling urinary catheters
(IUCs) in an effort to reduce infection rates to zero.
Prior to implementation of interventions, staff nurses were surveyed, and charts were
reviewed to examine current trends in IUC use. Much in line with data across adult ICUs, strict
intake and output was the #1 indication even though urine output recording was not done
hourly. In addition, several of the patients who had a strict intake and output indication listed
did not require frequent changes in their care based on urine output data.
The implementation process included: education for staff nurses regarding indications for
strict intake and output, use of the nurse‐driven IUC removal protocol, and CAUTI risks; CNS
rounds on clinical days to find appropriate patients for IUC removal protocol use, and
discussions with the cardiovascular service opposed to nurse‐driven protocol use. Device days
and CAUTI rates were tracked by a designated infection prevention staff member.
After two weeks of education and CNS rounds, IUC usage dropped by two percent. The
CAUTI rate remained constant and further follow up if the project had allowed would have
been useful. Additionally, more dialogue between the cardiovascular surgery service that
opposed nurse‐driven protocols and the CNS to remove barriers to IUC removal could have
been possible. The CNS student as able to compromise with the service and the rounding mid‐
level providers agreed to order IUC removal as early as clinically warranted.

